
Writing Workshop



Letters and sounds

● We follow a programme called ‘Letters and Sounds’. It is divided 

into 6 phases. We focus on phases 2-4, revising phase 1 as appropriate.

● Phase 1 focuses on listening skills, teaching children to differentiate between sounds in 

words, for example to understand rhyme and alliteration, and would have been covered 

at Nursery/Pre School.

● Phase 2 onwards focuses on teaching the individual sounds, followed by strategies 

children need to help them read and write.

● We use a combination of Read, Write Inc rhymes to help children with letter formation 

alongside the Letters and Sounds framework.

● The following links have a range of games and activities you could use to support your 

child in learning these sounds: http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk

http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk


Teaching the Sounds

It is really important that the children learn the ‘pure’ sound that each letter makes. 

This will make reading and writing much easier. For example: 

‘sssssss’ not ‘suh’, ‘mmmmmm’ not ‘muh’, ‘fffffff’ not ‘fuh’

This video demonstrates how to annunciate each phoneme correctly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqhXUW_v-1s

The sounds are NOT taught in alphabetical order but in sets 

that can be quickly used to make a number of words that 

children can read and write. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqhXUW_v-1s


Blending & Segmenting

● When we want to read a word we say the sounds we can see and then blend 

them to make the word

c-a-t…cat 

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ovJIxTQpsU

● As your child progresses throughout the phonics phases and learns digraphs 

(two letters/ one sound) and trigraphs (three letters/ one sound) they will need 

to be detectives to spot them in words

boat 

● When we want to write a word we need to ‘sound it out’ or segment it to find 

out which letters to use. We call this GPC (grapheme/phoneme 

correspondence). We use our ‘phoneme fingers’ to tap it out

sheep…sh-ee-p

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ovJIxTQpsU


The Tool Kit…

● When children want to write a word they need to use their tool kits. They have 

sound mats which have all the sounds we teach in Reception. They can write 

any word using these two sets of sounds by phonetically spelling the word. 

Sometimes the phonetic spelling of a word is different to the actual spelling of 

the word, but as long as they are hearing and representing the sounds 

correctly we would not correct this

● cake…caik or caic or caick would all be phonetically plausible spellings

● In Year 1 they will learn sound families and spelling rules to support 

alternative spellings







Segmenting longer words

● The same principles apply to spelling multisyllable words. If they wanted to 

spell unicorn we would sound it out first using our phoneme fingers and then 

match the graphemes to the sounds

y-oo-n-i-c-or-n

● They may not hear all of the sounds but as long as there are most then it is 

phonetically plausible

● The end of year expectation is…
Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match their spoken sounds. They 

also write some irregular common words. They write simple sentences which can be read by 

themselves and others. Some words are spelt correctly and others are phonetically plausible.



Tricky words

● Common irregular words are taught as ‘Tricky words’ as they are words which 

can not segmented and blended using the techniques we have just discussed

● Tricky words are taught alongside the sounds and children learn to read and 

write these by repetition and practise. When we teach a new one we look at 

what makes it tricky. When you come across a tricky word in a reading book 

and your child tries to blend it stop them and say ‘that is a tricky word we can’t 

blend it’ and support them with the word

● We encourage children to learn to write the tricky words correctly and model 

this at all opportunities

● It’s just a case of remembering, remembering, remembering!





Key Vocabulary

When your child has been learning phonics for a few weeks, they will probably 

come home telling you all about digraphs, graphemes, phonemes and tricky 

words. 

● Phoneme- the smallest unit of sound in a word

● Grapheme- the letter(s) that represent a phoneme

● Digraph- two letters which make one sound eg ck, th, sh, th, ng

● Trigraph- three letters which make one sound eg igh, air, ear

● Segmenting- breaking down the sounds in words

● Blending- putting the sounds together to make a word

They need to be able to segment and blend in order to read and write.



Writing… should be fun!
● We try to make all writing fun and engaging by creating purposeful 

opportunities linked to their interests

● Children write about their models, pictures, plans, experiences as well as 

adult directed tasks which are more guided

● Star writer is the prestigious award given to a child who has challenged 

themselves independently

● Keep it fun! 



Early writing: 

instructions on How 

to trap a tiger



Example of Early Years writing  - use of phonetical spellings and tricky words



Child made a lego model and 

decided to record by drawing 

a picture of the model and 

write about it. She is 

attempting to use phase 3 

digraphs, has a good 

understanding of finger 

spaces and sentence 

structure. Letter formation is 

good.



Child is beginning to use finger spaces in writing. Phonetic spellings 

matching spoken sounds.



How can you help at home?

● Don’t write words down for children to copy encourage them to sound them 

out and use a sound mat to find them

● Keep it fun! writing should be purposeful- for example, you could invite your 

child to help you write a shopping list, or a card or little book about their 

favourite toy

● Support your child’s fine motor skills (to hold a pen properly and form letters 

accurately they need to have well developed hand muscles) - pegging 

washing on the line, pinching playdough, threading, or using their fingers to 

draw lines, circles, zig zags etc in steamed up windows will all help!

● Encourage correct formation of letters – use the rhymes to support this


